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Introduction 
In this paper I will show how to manage a node failover in an Active / Passive setup, using Oracle 

Enterprise Manager Grid Control. 
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Figure 1 Active / Passive 

This simplified example shows an Active and Passive Site. The Active Site exists out of a Database 

Server (base1) that runs an Agent and a single Instance Database (orcl1) and a Database Listener 

(LISTENER). The Passive Site (base2) exists out of a Database Server that only runs an Agent. 

Communication between both Sites could be based on a Cluster or Replication Software like for 

instance TrueCopy©. 



As both Servers are running an Agent, both Servers base1 and base2 are registered in the OMS. 

 

Figure 2 Both Servers base1 and base2 Up and Runing 

As we can see in Figure 2, both Database Servers base1 and base2 are showed in the Hosts Page. 

 

Figure 3 Server base1 running a Database and Listener 

Figure 3 shows Server base1 running Database Instance orcl1, Listener LISTENER_orcl1 and the 

Management Agent base1.mycorpdomain.com:3872 

 

Figure 4 Server base2 just running the Management Agent 

Figure 4 shows Server base2 just running the Management Agent base2.mycorpdomain.com:3872 

Failover 
In the situation the Active Site fails, all necessary file systems will be mounted on the Passive Site and 

both Database Instance and Listener will be started. 
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Figure 5 Situation after a failover 

Database orcl1 and Listener LISTENER are now running on Server base2. 

The Enterprise Manage Host Page will show the Agent not being reachable 

 

Figure 1 Agent Unreachable Status after Node failure 

Relocate Targets 
The next thing we need to do is to relocate the targets that were monitored by Agent 

base1.mycopdomain.com:3872 to Agent base2.mycopdomain.com:3872. 

The only way to do this is to use emcli relocate_targets, as the following example shows: 

[oracle@oem ~]$ emcli relocate_targets -src_agent=base1.mycorpdomain.com:3872 -

dest_agent=base2.mycorpdomain.com:3872 -target_name=orcl1.mycorpdomain.com -



target_type=oracle_database -copy_from_src -force=yes -

changed_param=MachineName:base2.mycorpdomain.com 

Moved all targets from base1.mycorpdomain.com:3872 to base2.mycorpdomain.com:3872 

[oracle@oem ~]$ emcli relocate_targets -src_agent=base1.mycorpdomain.com:3872 -

dest_agent=base2.mycorpdomain.com:3872 -target_name=LISTENER_orcl1.mycorpdomain.com 

-target_type=oracle_listener -copy_from_src -force=yes -

changed_param=MachineName:base2.mycorpdomain.com 

Moved all targets from base1.mycorpdomain.com:3872 to base2.mycorpdomain.com:3872 

 

Figure 6 Server base2 running Database orcl1 and Listener LISTENER 

After executing the emcli commands both Database orcl1 and the Database Listener are transferred 

to Server base2. 

NOTES 
 The Agents on base1 and base2 are located in /u01/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/agent11g, it 

is however a good advice to locate you Agent in a separate mount point of approximately 

5Gb.  

This to avoid the situation where the /u01 file system runs out of space, resulting in the 

Agent to stale. 

 As we want to be able to see the status of the Passive node(s), there need to be an Agent 

installed on the Passive node as well. 

 Most probably will you create a script that needs to run on the moment of failover.  You 

might consider using emcli to set the failed node in Blackout. 

 Consider you naming conventions. It does not make sense to include the name of the node a 

target is running, in the name of the target itself. So don’t  for instance use something like: 

LISTENER_base1. After a failover, as in this paper, it will run on base2. 

 

 


